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Time Domain Simulation of Brass Instruments
Stefan Bilbao
Aoustis and Fluid Dynamis Group/Musi
University of Edinburgh
Summary
Brass instrument modelling and synthesis poses many hallenges, regardless of the type of numerial
tehniques employed; this is partiularly true of the instrument bore, when boundary layer losses
and nonlinear eets are inluded. Beause the system is well modelled in 1D, nite dierene time
domain (FDTD) methods are a good math, and allow diret modelling for general instrument bores
without the need for speialized lter strutures, or alibration from measured impedane urves.
The framework is well-suited for an extension to the ase of fully nonlinear wave propagation, whih
is the ultimate goal of this work. In this paper, a simple FDTD sheme is applied to the brass
instrument bore, in the ontext of sound synthesis, inluding visous losses, and aousti radiation.
The extension to the ase of fully nonlinear propagation is also disussed. Sound synthesis examples
will be presented.
PACS no. 43.75.Fg
1. Introdution
Brass instrument physis, with the exeption of the lip
mehanism, is relatively well understood ompared to
that of most other instrument families, at least in the
ase of linear wave propagation in a single tube [1, 2℄.
Physial modeling sound synthesis methods (inlud-
ing digital waveguides [3℄) are often based on a time-
domain input/output formulation, whih has its roots
in the work of MIntyre et al. [4℄.
In the interest of exploring the extension to more
realisti instrument ongurations, involving time-
varying tube networks (valves) and nonlinear wave
propagation eets, it is useful to make use of nite
dierene time domain (FDTD) methods, whih are
very well suited to problems in one spatial dimension.
"Time domain" here is meant in a dierent sense than
that above, in that one also has a full spatial repre-
sentation of the aousti tube at hand. Suh methods
an be more omputationally intensive than delay-line
based methods, but suh expense is not extreme by
today's standards. The benet is that there are fewer
hypotheses made in the transition from a model sys-
tem to a synthesis method, and thus a learer link to
the underlying physial model, whih an be obsured
when various assumptions (i.e., those that lead to e-
ient performane, suh as propagation in delay lines,
and lumping of various features, inluding distributed
nonlinearity) are made.
() European Aoustis Assoiation
A linear aousti tube model, inluding radiation
and visothermal losses is presented in Setion 2, and
a standard FDTD sheme follows in Setion 3. Simu-
lation results are presented in Setion 4. Some om-
ments on an extension to the ase of fully nonlinear
aousti wave propagation (important in high ampli-
tude playing) are oered in Setion 5. Though the
lip mehanism is not desribed here, it is not diult
to ouple suh a sheme to a nite dierene model;
sound examples for suh an instrument under playing
onditions, generated in the Matlab environment, are
available at
http://www2.ph.ed.a.uk/~sbilbao/brasspage.htm
2. Aousti Tube Models
2.1. Lossless Tubes
The following well-known pair of equations results
from the linearization of onservation laws desribing
uid ow in a 1D aousti tube:
pt +
ρc2
S
(Sv)
x
= 0 vt +
1
ρ
px = 0 (1)
Here, p(x, t) and v(x, t) are the pressure deviation
(from atmospheri) and partile veloity at oordi-
nates x ∈ [0, L] and t ≥ 0 along a tube of length L
m; ρ is the density of air, in kg/m3 and c is the speed
of sound, in m/s. Subsripts x and t indiate partial
dierentiation with respet to a spatial oordinate (of
whih there are various hoies [5℄) and time. S(x) is
the surfae area of the tube at loation x. See Fig-
ure 1. The rst order system above will be retained
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Figure 1. An aousti tube, of ross-setion S(x).
here, rather than the seond-order form (Webster's
equation) whih results from the ombination of the
two equations. It is useful to maintain the rst or-
der system, as it is a good to math to FDTD teh-
niques, and, furthermore, allows the generalization to
the ase of nonlinear wave propagation. Suh a sys-
tem is a typial starting point for physial modeling
sound synthesis for aousti tubes, dating bak as far
as the well-known Kelly-Lohbaum model [6℄.
2.2. Bell Radiation
Bell radiation is typially framed in terms of an
impedane, relating pressure and veloity. In general,
it is not straightforward to employ suh an impedane
in an FDTD setting, unless it is of the form of a ratio-
nal positive real funtion. The simplest possible suh
form (one pole, one zero, as is used often in speeh
synthesis [7℄) leads to the following relationship be-
tween v(x = L, t) and p(x = L, t):
Zcv = αp+ βm p =
dm
dt
(2)
where m = m(t) is an extra lumped variable, ne-
essary here, as the boundary ondition inorporates
eets of inertia. The parameters α, β, and Zc are
dened by
α1 =
1
4(0.61332)
α2 =
c
0.6133r
Zc = ρc (3)
where r is the radius of the bell opening.
This partiular approximation mathes rather well
with more rened approximations used in brass in-
strument models [8℄. Higher order rational approxi-
mations are a possibility [9℄, and as long as the or-
responding impedane remains positive real, the FD
proedure to be disussed below may be generalized
without risk of instability.
2.3. Visothermal Losses
Most models of visothermal losses in aousti tubes
are based on a transmission line, or frequeny domain
formulation [10, 8℄. As in the ase of bell radiation,
suh forms may be onverted into a time/spae equiv-
alent, whih generalizes (1):
pt +
ρc2
S
(Sv)
x
+ fp
t
1
2
= 0 (4a)
vt +
1
ρ
px + gv
t
1
2
= 0 (4b)
Frational derivative terms have appeared (as also
appear in reent work on aousti tube modeling in
the sattering framework [11℄, employing the Webster-
Lokshin equation, whih is a seond order form, sim-
plied slightly from the above system). The new loss
terms are spatially dependent:
f(x) = 2(α−1)
√
ηpi
νρS(x)
g(x) = 2
√
ηpi
ρS(x)
(5)
Here, α is the ratio of spei heats for air, and where
ν and η are thermodynami onstants (see Keefe [10℄
for preise values). Higher order terms (whih play
a role only for very thin aousti tubes) have been
negleted here.
3. FDTD Shemes
3.1. Simple Sheme for the Lossless System
FDTD shemes were initially developed in order
to time integrate the equations of eletromagnetis
[12, 13℄, usually employing interleaved grids, reet-
ing the symmetry between the dynamis of the ele-
tri and magneti elds. The same symmetry holds
in aoustis as well, and suh interleaved shemes will
be used here. The following sheme for system (1) is a
generalization of FDTD to aommodate spatial vari-
ation:
pnl − pn−1l +
λZc
S¯l
(
Sl+ 1
2
v
n−
1
2
l+ 1
2
− Sl− 1
2
v
n−
1
2
l−
1
2
)
=0 (6a)
v
n+ 1
2
l+ 1
2
− vn−
1
2
l+ 1
2
+
λ
Zc
(
pnl+1 − pnl−1
)
=0 (6b)
pn
l
is an approximation to p(x, t) at x = lh, and t =
nk, for integer n and l and v
n+ 1
2
l+ 1
2
to v(x, t) at x =
(l+ 12 )h, and t = (n+
1
2 )k, again for integer n and l. k
is the time step, and h the grid spaing. See Figure 2.
The two funtions Sl+ 1
2
and S¯l are in general not the
same, but both approximate S(x) in the limit of small
grid spaing. The Courant number λ = ck/h, [14℄ is
important in the analysis of numerial stability, as
disussed below.
For a tube of length L, one may set N = L/h,
so that pn
l
runs over l = 0, . . . , N , and v
n+ 1
2
l+ 1
2
over
l = 0, . . . , N − 1. The endpoint values pn0 must be set
by onnetion to the lip mehanism, and pn
N
through
an approximation to the bell radiation ondition.
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Figure 2. Prole of an aousti tube, top, with approxima-
tions S and S¯ at loations as indiated. Interleaved grid,
bottom.
If S¯l is hosen as S¯l = (Sl+ 1
2
+ Sl− 1
2
)/2, then it is
possible to show that the sheme is stable (over the
interior)[15℄ if
λ ≤ 1 → h ≥ ck (7)
It should ome as no surprise that the sheme an
be rewritten in terms of wave variables, in a sattering
ontext (the norm in sound synthesis appliations). If
λ = 1, the well-known Kelly Lohbaum model results
[6℄, and for onstant ross-setion tubes, a bulk delay
may be extrated to yield a standard digital waveg-
uide formulation. The sheme above, however, is valid
for λ < 1, whih allows for some exibility in the in-
trodution of nonlinear terms. In general, however,
a hoie of λ near unity leads to a sheme with the
least numerial dispersion, but also one of maximal
omputational omplexity.
At the bell termination (right end), at grid loation
l = N , the update is
pnN − pn−1N +
λZc
S¯l
(
SN+ 1
2
v
n−
1
2
N+ 1
2
− SN− 1
2
v
n−
1
2
N−
1
2
)
=0(8)
whih requires aess to the virtual value vN+ 1
2
. An
approximation to the radiation boundary ondition
(2), namely
v
n−
1
2
N+ 1
2
+ v
n−
1
2
N−
1
2
=
α1
Zc
(
pnN + p
n−1
N
)
(9)
+
α2
Zc
(
mn +mn−1
)
pnN − pn−1N =
k
2
(
mn +mn−1
)
(10)
allows the losure of the system, where an extra up-
date in a time series m = mn is required. The above
boundary ondition may be shown to be numerially
passive [15℄, and thus there is no risk of numerial
instability.
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Figure 3. Loss fator
√
ω/2 as a funtion of ω, plotted as
a thik blak line, and approximations using 10th (red),
20th (blue) and 40th (green) order lters.
3.2. Visothermal Losses
The modeling of visothermal losses is straightforward
in the frequeny domain; it is muh more problemati
in a time domain setting, due to the frational deriva-
tive terms whih appear in the model system. The
obvious approah, and one used in the sattering on-
text reently [11℄, is that of disrete-time approxima-
tion of the frational derivative terms. For example,
to approximate the term p
t
1
2
in (4a), one may employ
the approximation
p
t
1
2
(x, t) ≅
M∑
m=0
amp
n−m
l
(11)
for some parameters am, and for a hosen order M .
Sheme (6) may thus be generalized to
pnl − pn−1l +
λZc
S¯l
(
Sl+ 1
2
v
n−
1
2
l+ 1
2
− Sl− 1
2
v
n−
1
2
l−
1
2
)
+ kfl
M∑
m=0
amp
n−m
l
= 0 (12a)
v
n+ 1
2
l+ 1
2
− vn−
1
2
l+ 1
2
+
λ
Zc
(
pnl+1 − pnl−1
)
+ kgl+ 1
2
M∑
m=0
amv
n+ 1
2
−m
l+ 1
2
= 0 (12b)
where fl and gl+ 1
2
are approximations to f(x) and
g(x) from (5) at loations x = lh and x = (l + 12 )h,
respetively.
The determination of the parameters am may be
aomplished by a variety of means; perhaps the sim-
plest is to employ some form of optimization in the
frequeny domain (in whih ase the ation of the
operator ∂
1
2
t may be viewed as multipliation by the
fator
√
ωsign(ω)(1+j)/
√
2, where ω is an angular fre-
queny). It is the real part of this fator whih gives
rise to lossthe imaginary (reative) part is insignif-
iant ompared to that of the lossless system, so it is
probably suient to perform the optimization with
respet to the real part only. See Figure 3, illustrat-
ing the approximation in the frequeny domain for
various orders M of approximation.
The order M of the approximation will determine
the memory requirement for the algorithm as a whole,
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and has a strong impat on omputational omplex-
ity. It would thus be advantageous to employ ratio-
nal lter designs of potentially muh lower order. Sta-
bility of the sheme (12), while unproven here (and
rather diult to show in general, for high order
systems), has been observed under all onditions
loosely speaking, one may argue that any anomalous
explosive behaviour at the Nyquist (the usual ase)
will be entirely dominated by the eets of loss due
to bell radiation.
4. Simulation Results
4.1. Simulated Impedanes
Simulated impedanes for a variety of instrument bore
proles are presented in Figure 4. All have been gen-
erated using sheme (12) at 44.1 kHz, using a hoie
of λ as lose to 1 as possible.
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Figure 4. Simulated input impedane magnitudes, for bore
proles orresponding to a trumpet (top), Frenh horn
(middle) and trombone (bottom).
4.2. Auray
The basi sheme (6), in the absene of loss terms, is
formally seond-order auratethe omputed solu-
tion onverges to the solution to (1) with error pro-
portional to k2 and h2 (or either of the two quantities,
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−0.05
0
0.05
Bore Profile
distance along bore (m)
ra
di
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 (m
)
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
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0
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20
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n 
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)
Figure 5. A bore prole, top, and two input impedane
urves, alulated at 96 kHz (blak) and 16 kHz (grey).
if k and h are related by a xed hoie of λ). In gen-
eral, this order of auray is rather lowfar more
aurate hoies for time disretization (suh as, e.g.,
Runge Kutta methods [16℄) and for spatial disretiza-
tion (suh as, e.g., pseudospetral methods [17℄) are
available.
In this partiular ase, however, formal au-
ray analysis is somewhat misleading; for tubes of
slowly varying ross-setion, auray is exellent
this should ome as no surprise, as in the ase of a
ylinder, and for λ = 1, the sheme omputes an ex-
at solution over the problem interior (and in fat
an be redued to a digital waveguide). The reason
for this good behaviour an be seen in a more deli-
ate analysis of the error terms in k and h, whih in
fat largely anel, leading to good auray over the
entire frequeny range. See [15℄ for a omplete anal-
ysis. (Indeed, if more formally aurate shemes are
employed, though better auray is obtained at low
frequenies, it an atually beome worse at higher
frequenies.)
As an example, onsider input impedanes alu-
lated for a simple bore prole, at dierent sample
rates, as illustrated in Figure 5; notie that the sheme
produes omparable results for both high and low
sample rates.
4.3. Sound Examples
Sound examples are available on the author's website
at
http://www2.ph.ed.a.uk/~sbilbao/brasspage.htm
5. Extensions to Nonlinear Wave
Propagation
As should be lear from the introdutory remarks,
FDTD methods are by no means the only method
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(and ertainly not the most eient) available for
simulating wave propagation in aousti tubes. The
time/spae representation does have the advantage of
allowing the introdution of more realisti features of
wind instruments. Fully nonlinear propagation eets
are among these, and may be expeted to have im-
portant pereptual eets in instruments of long bore
whih are mainly ylindrial (suh as the trombone
[18℄).
Returning to the lossless model of wave propagation
in an aousti tube given in (1), when nonlinear eets
are introdued, the system is of the form
pt + vpx +
α
S
(Sv)
x
(p0 + p) = 0 (13a)
vt + vvx +
1
ρ
px = 0 (13b)
where p0 is the ambient pressure, and where ρ, is (a
now variable) density. Suh a system results from sim-
pliation of the Euler equations of uid mehanis
dened over a dut of variable ross-setional area
[19℄, under further assumptions of isentropi ow for
polytropi gases (i.e., (p + p0) = ρ
α
). Visothermal
eets are not inluded in the above model, and must
be introdued with are, as suh losses violate the un-
derlying isentropi hypothesis. Further simpliations
to this system, in partiular for the ase of ylindrial
tubes, for whih a deomposition into partially inde-
pendent traveling wave omponents, have also been
proposed for analysis of nonlinear wave propagation
in brass instruments [20℄, and also in synthesis appli-
ations [21℄.
The main eet is that of shok formation, leading
to inreased brightness at high playing amplitudes. As
the system above is of a form similar to the linear sys-
tem (1), one should expet that FDTD methods (of
whih there are many varieties [22℄, inluding similar
nite volume methods [23℄) remain a viable solution
method, and not of muh greater omputational ex-
pense (though stability analysis beomes formidable).
See Figure 6, omparing the propagation of a sinu-
soidal input along a ylindrial tube under linear and
nonlinear onditions. Easily visible is the progressive
shok or N-wave formation, as well as numerial os-
illations at the shok front.
6. Conlusions and Future Work
The simulation method presented here is simple, and
the basi intention here is not to develop of method
whih is extremely eient, but rather one whih is
moderately eient, simple to program, and apable
of being generalized to handle more realisti features
of wind instruments. In terms of programming sim-
pliity, the great benet is that there is no need to
subdivide the bore into various segments (ylindrial,
onial, et.)the bore is treated as a whole, inlud-
ing the mouthpiee and bell. As far as generalizabil-
ity goes, many suh features an be introdued, with
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Figure 6. Snapshots of wave propagation in a ylindrial
tube under linear (blak) and nonlinear (grey) onditions,
at times as indiated.
a minimal eet on omputational and programming
omplexity.
Among these are: 1) a lip model, whih will require
the solution of a separate set of ODEs at the left end
of the tube, and to be oupled to the value pn0 ; 2)
a more rened bell radiation model, whih, provided
that it is derived from a rational and positive real
approximation to the radiation impedane, may be
onneted to the right end of the instrument with lit-
tle diulty, with some additional memory required
in order to aommodate the reative behaviour of
the ondition; 3) more rened one-parameter wave
equations; 4) branhed tubes and valves, under time-
varying onditions, (though slides, requiring the intro-
dution of time varying setions of tubing, and thus
hanges in total grid size, are muh more problem-
ati in the FDTD setting); and 5), nonlinear prop-
agation eets, whih, although they hange little in
the algorithm from the point of view of omputational
omplexity, raise many additional onerns relating to
numerial stability and aliasing. Features 1) and 4)
are presently under study, and will be added to the
present model in forthoming work.
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There are various weak points of the simulation
method proposed here. One is the model of visother-
mal loss, whih is omputationally ostly, due to the
use of FIR lter strutures. It would be advisable to
employ simple IIR strutures, though it is antiipated
that diulties will arise when suh shemes are used
in a nonlinear setting. Another is, of ourse, numeri-
al stabilitywhile it is relatively straightforward to
obtain stability onditions in the linear ase, in the
nonlinear ase, this beomes muh more diult. It
may be useful to reformulate the method in terms of
the (very similar) nite volume methods, whih rely
diretly on numerially onserved quantities. On the
other hand, one of the usual diulties with FDTD
methods, namely numerial dispersion, does not g-
ure strongly in this ase, due to the partiular nature
of wave propagation in aousti tubes.
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